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Two-disuensional Heisenberg antiferromagnet: Eff'ect of anisotropy on the ground state
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We consider the eN'ect of Ising-type anisotropy on the ground state of the two-dimensional
s 2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet using a variational approach due to Marshall. The variational
ground-state energy is seen to converge rapidly as one systematically improves the original
Bethe-Peierls approximation. The results suggest very strongly that the isotropic system has a
highly disordered ground state, which, however, becomes much more ordered in the presence of
anisotropy.

Current interest in the ground-state properties and
low-lying excitations of the spin- —,

' Heisenberg antifer-
romagnet on a two-dimensional square lattice is due to its
possible relevance to high-T, superconductivity. The re-
vival' of the resonating-valence-bond (RVB) idea2 by An-
derson accounts for much of the initial interest in the anti-
ferromagnet. Since then, experiment3 and theory have
pointed even more clearly towards the importance of two-
dimensional magnetism in high-T, superconductors, so
that the nature of the RVB state and its excitations is un-
der intense investigation. 5

Many of the classic results on the s 2 antiferromag-
net are restricted to one dimension. 9 " Much of the ro-
gress in two dimensions occurred many years ago, '

and although additional information has been obtained by
numerical means, such as direct diagonalization of finite
systems'5 or Monte Carlo simulations, 's'7 our knowledge
of this system remains incomplete. It is, therefore, of
great interest to provide any missing pieces to old puzzles,
regardless of their ultimate significance for the explana-
tion of superconductivity.

In this work, we extend and improve an early variation-
al calculation of the ground state by Marshall'4 (hereafter
to be called I) whose seminal work is mentioned in
Anderson's original paper as an important precursor to
ideas about the possible importance of the quantum fiuid
state. Our extension of I consists of the inclusion of
Ising-type anisotropy, which biases the system towards the
classical Neel state, as a means of testing the strength (in
a natural sense to be specified later) of quantum fiuctua-
tions in the isotropic modeL The improvement consists of
carrying out a calculation including the full second shell
of spins in the Bethe-Peierls (BP) approximation.
Without this improvement, as Marshall points out, a dis-
cussion of the effect of anisotropy or next-nearest-
neighbor interactions is severely limited by the crudeness
of the BP approximation.

We follow the conventions and notations of I, restrict-
ing our attention to the two-dimensional square lattice. In
the classical Neel state, there exist two interpenetrating
sublattices A and 8 occupied, say, by up and down spins,
respectively. For an arbitrary state an up (down) spin on
A is called right (R) [wrong (W)], and an up (down) spin
on B is wrong (right). In I, a variational ground state is
constructed which depends on two parameters: The num-

ber q of nearest-neighbor bonds (RR or WW) between
antiparallel spins (which equals one in the classical Neel
state, in units of 2N, the maximum possible number of
such bonds, and equals —,

' in a completely disordered
state), and the number p of R spins on the A sublattice
(which equals —,

'
in units of N for the classical Neel

state). When p —,', a spin on A is equally likely to be R
or W. Although the variational ground state is disordered
in the sense that p 4, there is some short-range order
since q

We now consider the variational estimate for the
ground state of the Hamiltonian

H 2J (S;*Sts—4 )
lJ

+(I —a)J (S;+St +S; SI+), 0~a~ l. (I)
lJ

Here, Ising-type anisotropy has been included to observe
the crossover from the disordered ground state to the clas-
sical Neel state. There is an old variational result in one
dimension, " which shows that this happens at a finite
critical value a, 0.517. Of course, it has already been
suggested"' that a, should be much smaller, if not zero,
in higher dimensions due to the possible presence of long-
range order. Considering the new life given to the disor-
dered (ground) state in the two-dimensional isotropic an-
tiferromagnet, it becomes important to establish just how
marginal the isotropic case might be.

For this reason, we generalize the results of I to the case
of Ising anisotropy, and it is easy to show that the varia-
tional ground-state energy becomes

2
(I —a)st 7'(NN) —P(RW)

s, t P(RR) +P (WW) +2P (RW)

(2)

In this expression, the quantities 'P(RR), P(RW), and
P(WW) are defined as average probabilities of finding a
given nearest-neighbor bond to be RR (RW or WW),
where the average is to be taken over an appropriate dis-
tribution of allowed configurations of all spins. Instead of
p and q, s and t appear as variational parameters because
the average overall spin configurations at fixed p and q is
replaced by a grand canonical average (i.e., in addition,
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one averages overall p and q with weights t 'ts 1'). Upon
minimization of Es, with respect to s and t, p and q are
determined by

p ['P(RR) +P(RW)]/[P(RR)+ 'P(WW)+ 2P(RW)],

q [P(RR)+P(WW)]/[P(RR)+P(89V)+28(RW)].

The quantity 7'(NN) is given by T(NN)
xt "'P(RR)„, where P(RR)„ is defined as the probabili-
ty for a nearest-neighbor pair to be RR, averaged over all
possible spin configurations in which precisely v nearest
neighbors of the central pair are W spins. We refer to I
for full details.

A remarkable, but in a way unfortunate, result of
Marshall's work is that the distribution needed for the cal-
culation of P(RR), etc., is isomorphic with the thermal
equilibrium distribution for the two-dimensional fer-
romagnetic Ising model in a uniform external magnetic
field (which enters only for the purpose of calculating
these averages and is not to be confused with the Heisen-
berg model for which Eg is the variational ground-state
energy). The major limitation of Marshall's approach is
therefore that one has to solve for P(RR), 'P(RW), and
P(WW) approximately. The solution in I is based on the
one-shell BP approximation li.e., including as shell spins
the N, 6 nearest neighbors of the central pair (full cir-
cles in Fig. 1)].

We have extended the calculation to N, 10 (next-
nearest neighbors of the central pair included), and
N, 16 (all nearest neighbors of the first-shell spins).
This calculation is feasible solely because points in each
group of additional shell spins are connected only to points
in the first shell and not to each other (see Fig. 1). One
can identify 22 distinct classes of first-shell spin
configurations (characterized by all possible distributions
of n W spins, n 0, 1,2, . . . ,6). Each class represents a
term in the first-shell BP approximation, consisting of a

TABLE I. Variational parameters as a function of number of
spins (N, ). Es is the variational ground-state energy, q equals
the number of nearest-neighbor bonds (q j —2(S;S;+&1),and

p equals one-half the probability of finding an up spin on the up
sublattice A. Eg is given in units of 2NJ. Note that the Hamil-
tonian Eq. (1) contains a f, so that (H) 4NJ(S&. S;+&1 NJ—
and E~ 2(S;.S;ig) —

2

6
10
16

Eg

—1.1 560
—1 ~ 1445
—1 ~ 1455

0.5276
0.5736
0.5690

0.6809
0.6564
0.6607

0.25
0.25
0.25

factor s for each center W spin, a factor )j. for each W-
shell spin representing an effective-field contribution due
to all spins outside the cluster, and a factor of t for each
RW bond in the cluster. By adding second shell spins,
each of these terms is multiplied by extra factors which
are polynomials in t (for every additional RW bond) and
lt, , due to the effective field acting on the W spins in the
shell. In this way, the variational energy [Eq. (2)] be-
comes a quotient of very complicated polynomials in s, t,
and A, (note that the physical domain of all these parame-
ters is restricted to [0,1]) to be minimized subject to the
self-consistency condition

1 .0

P(RW)+P(JYfV) X [P(RR)+28(RW)
N, N.

+P(WW)] .

The latter ensures that the probabilities for a center spin
and a shell spin to be Ware equal.

For the isotropic case (a 0), the solution to (2) and

(-E / 2NJ)

1 .2
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIG. 1. Shell spins involved in successive improvement of the
configurational probabilities for the central pair (x). First
shell, &; second shell, ~; third shell, + .

FIG. 2. Variational ground-state energy as a function of an-
isotropy (a) for N, 16. Solutions to Eqs. (2) and (3) with
k-1 (+) and)j, (1 (&).
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FIG. 3. Value of variational parameter p in the ground state
as a function of anisotropy (a). N, 6 (L), N, 10 (o),
N, ~16 (i).

FIG. 4. Value of the variational parameter q in the ground
state as a function of anisotropy (a) for N, 16. Values of A. 1

solution (a); X ( 1 (&).

(3) for N, 16 is given by )i, s 1, t 0 5690,
q 0.6607, and p —,'. The ground state is therefore
disordered (p —,

' ); however, since q 0.66, there is some
short-range order in the ground state. A full comparison
of successive approximation is given in Table I. The re-
sults strongly suggest that the ground state is indeed
disordered (and that this is not an artifact of the BP ap-
proximation). The value for the ground-state energy ap-
pears to saturate rapidly upon increasing N, . One may
therefore conclude that the N, 16 value is close to the
true variational ground-state energy. This is an important
observation, since Eq. (2) in combination with the BP ap-
proximation does not necessarily give an upper bound to
the ground-state energy. Note that our best energy is very
close to the value obtained from extrapolation of exact
finite lattice results's (which is —1.155~0.005 in the
present units).

The ground-state energy as a function of anisotropy for
N, 16 is shown in Fig. 2. The quantities p and q as a
function of a are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. One does find a
critical value a, at which crossover to the Neel state takes
place. The critical value depends strongly on the number
of shell spins (a, =0.23 for N, 6, a, =0.125 for N, 10,
and a, =0.089 for N, 16). These results clearly suggest
that a, is zero in an exact treatment (N, ~). The on-
set of the crossover in p is very steep (similar to one di-
mension and confirming qualitative arguments in I). We
therefore conclude that a very (if not arbitrarily) small
amount of anisotropy will cause rapid crossover between
the disordered state (which is definitely the variational
ground state in the isotropic case) and the classical Neel

state.
For a &0.089, the absolute minimum of Es occurs for

1 and s 1. For a & a, this solution becomes unsta-
ble, corresponding to a saddle point in Es(A, , t) since the
second derivative with respect to A, changes sign at a, . For
a~0.089, the absolute minimum of Es corresponds to a
solution with )I, ( 1 although the solution to the quadratic
equation resulting from (3) still yields s 1. For compar-
ison, the extension of the )i, 1 solution, characterized by
'P(RR) P(WW) for all a and P(RW) approaching zero
as a goes to 1, is also shown in Figs. 2 and 4.

Therefore, in the variational approach, true long-range
order is found to be marginally absent in the isotropic
case (a 0). In this state, the staggered magnetization is
zero (p —,

' ); however, the number of near-neighbor
bonds (q) is larger than in a fully disordered state which
reflects the presence of (at least) short-range spin correla-
tions. More important is our finding that the values of p
and q rise abruptly with a small amount of anisotropy.
This sharp rise at (or near) a 0 gives an indication why
it is indeed hard to establish rigorously whether long-
range order is present. ' '9 Except for the correlations q
between the z components of near-neighbor spins, the ap-
proach in I does not address the distance dependence of
the spin-spin correlations. By improving the BP approxi-
mation, we confirm however, the fortunate choice of the
variational wave function in I. It would, therefore, be in-
teresting to use this wave function in a numerical compu-
tation of the full r dependence of the spin-spin correlations
and to compare the results with direct Monte Carlo simu-
lations on finite lattices. '7's 2o
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